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Abstract. This paper explores the potential for performing temporal
semantic segmentation in the context of agricultural robotics without
temporally labelled data. We achieve this by proposing to generate vir-
tual temporal samples from labelled still images. This allows us, with
no extra annotation effort, to generate virtually labelled temporal se-
quences. Normally, to train a recurrent neural network (RNN), labelled
samples from a video (temporal) sequence are required which is laborious
and has stymied work in this direction. By generating virtual temporal
samples, we demonstrate that it is possible to train a lightweight RNN to
perform semantic segmentation on two challenging agricultural datasets.
Our results show that by training a temporal semantic segmenter using
virtual samples we can increase the performance by an absolute amount
of 4.6 and 4.9 on sweet pepper and sugar beet datasets, respectively. This
indicates that our virtual data augmentation technique is able to accu-
rately classify agricultural images temporally without the use of com-
plicated synthetic data generation techniques nor with the overhead of
labelling large amounts of temporal sequences.
Keywords—temporal data augmentation; spatio-temporal segmentation;
agricultural robotics.
1 Introduction
In recent years, agricultural robotics has received considerable attention from
the computer vision, robotics, and machine learning communities due, in part,
to its impact on the broader society. Agricultural applications, such as weed-
ing and harvesting are demanding more automation due to the ever increasing
need for both quality and quantity of crops. This increased attention has partly
driven the development of agricultural platforms and expanded their capabil-
ities, including quality detection [8], autonomous weeding [25] and automated
crop harvesting [16].
An advantage of surveying an agricultural scene over a pedestrian scene is
the structured and relatively static nature of crops, particularly with respect
to the moving platform. While the scene is somewhat static and structured






















Fig. 1. Overall structure of our proposed spatio-temporal network. The input to this
network is being drawn out of the sequencing template, considering the order of virtual
sequences based on direction of motion and time. The spatio-temporal module feeds
back feature maps to network and forces network to learn frames dependency.
to the complicated nature of the scene, including, illumination variation, and
occlusion. Recent advances in agricultural robotics have exploited convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) [14] to both alleviate some of these challenges and
achieve high performance.
Modern machine learning techniques rely on CNNs to perceive useful visual
information about a scene. Most of the successful deep learning techniques utilize
a paradigm of multi-layer representation learning from which semantic segmen-
tation [14] [15] has evolved. These segmentation networks are able to classify on
a pixel level [17] the appearance of a specific class, creating class based output
maps. From a spatio-temporal perspective RNNs [31] are able to exploit pre-
vious information to improve performance in the current frame. Despite these
advances, only feed-forward networks have been predominately used to generate
the network parameters in each layer [5]. In Agriculture one of the few examples
which uses spatio-temporal information is [18] where they exploit the regular
planting intervals of crop rows. However, this approach is still ill suited to more
generalised agricultural environments without such structure like fruit segmen-
tation in horticulture. In this paper, we implement a lightweight RNN based on
the UNet [22] architecture by employing “feedback” in the decoder layers. These
“feedback” layers are used to perceive spatio-temporal information in an effort
to improve segmentation accuracy.
We demonstrate that is possible to train an RNN by generating virtual tem-
poral sequences from annotated still images. This is important as the majority
of agricultural datasets either do not contain temporal information or perform
sparse labelling of the frames (consecutive image frames are rarely annotated).
While creating annotations between the labelled frames can be achieved through
weakly labelled techniques [23], these approaches are often noisy and introduce
unwanted artifacts in the data. We are able to generate virtual temporal se-
quences by augmenting the annotated still images via successive crops and shifts
inside the original annotated image as outlined in Fig. 1. The validity of this vir-
tual temporal sequence approach and the RNN structure are evaluated using
two annotated agricultural datasets which represent vastly different scenes (field
vs glasshouse), motions, crops, and camera orientations; see Section 5.1.
In this work the following contributions are made:
1. We propose a method for generating virtual temporal sequences from a single
annotated image, creating spatio-temporal information for training an RNN
model;
2. We explore different methods to perceive spatio-temporal information in an
RNN-UNet structure and show that a convolution based module outperforms
feature map downsizing through bi-linear interpolation;
3. Our proposed lightweight RNN architecture along with our novel data aug-
mentation technique is able to improve segmenting segmentation perfor-
mance on different datasets regardless of the distribution of objects in the
scene and considerably different nature of the scenes.
This paper is organised in the following manner: Sec. 2 reviews the prior
work; Sec. 3 discusses our proposed virtual samples generation method; the pro-
posed temporal approach is explained in Sec. 4; Sec. 5 describes our experimental
setup and implementation details; the results are detailed in Sec. 6; and finally
the conclusions Sec. 7.
2 Related Works
Recently, the problem of semantic segmentation has been addressed by a num-
ber of different approaches including [22,19,28]. Most of the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches used fully convolutional networks (FCNs) [17] as an end-to-end train-
able, pixel-level classifier [24]. However, in an agricultural robotic setting a num-
ber of extra challenging factors need to be overcome including: non-static envi-
ronments, highly complex scens and significant variation in illumination.
In an effort to circumvent these factors researchers have enhanced standard
semantic segmentation by embedding spatio-temporal information [29,9] into
their architectures. In these cases, where spatio-temporal information was avail-
able, integrating this information improved performance [1,18]. Furthermore,
Jarvers and Neumann [11] found that by incorporating sequential information,
errors which occur in one frame could be recovered in subsequent frames.
In agricultural context, Lottes et al.[18] leveraged to improve the perfor-
mance of their semantic segmentation network by incorporating spatial infor-
mation of sequences of images. By exploiting the crop arrangement information
(geometric pattern of sowing plants in the field) they improved segmentation
performances. While this created promising results in field settings the geomet-
ric pattern assumption does not hold in agriculture, consider fruit segmentation
in horticulture.
In [31], authors proposed RNNs as a method of reliably and flexibly incor-
porate spatio-temporal information. A key benefit witnessed by most spatio-
temporal techniques was the layered structure of FCNs, which provide the op-
portunity to embed “feedback” layers in the network.
By embedding these “feedback” layers researchers can make use of the extra
content and context provided by the multiple views (observations) of the same
scene. This embedding acts on the system by biasing future outputs at t + 1
based on the current output at t. Benefits of this method were found to hold
when spatio-temporal dependencies exist between consecutive frames [27]. By
comparing feed-forward and feed-backward networks [11] showed the later was
able to increase the receptive fields of the layers. Ultimately, “feedback” layers
provide richer feature maps to enable RNN-based systems to improve predic-
tions.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [10] based architectures have also been
shown to improve classification tasks by integrating temporal information [20,2].
These LSTM cells can be inserted into the network to augment performance,
however, they add significant complexity to the network.
Another method used to improve the generalisability of networks is data
augmentation. Kamilaris et al. [12] provided a comprehensive survey of early
forms of data augmentation used by deep learning techniques. Generally, these
methods include rotations, partitioning or cropping, scaling, transposing, chan-
nel jittering, and flipping [30]. Recent advances in data augmentation have lead
to generative adversarial networks (GANs) which have the ability to generate
synthetic data [4], enhancing the generalisability of the trained models. How-
ever, this adds further complexity to the pipeline as generating synthetic data
can often be a time consuming exercise.
Generally, recent advances in machine learning have been made by using large
labelled datasets such as ImageNet [3] which was used for object classification.
These datasets only exist as labour is directed towards the particular task. This
provides a major hurdle for deploying temporal approaches to novel domains
such as agriculture.
To overcome the data requirements of spatio-temporal techniques, we make
use of the partially labelled data of [26] and a newly captured dataset of sugar
beets. Our proposed temporal data augmentation approach (see Sec. 3) gen-
erates virtual samples that only represent short-term temporal information, as
such we do not explore LSTM-based approaches. This consists of dense (small
spatial shifts between frames) temporal sequences that we augment and use to
train a lightweight RNN architecture.
3 Generating Virtual Spatio-Temporal Sequences
We propose that virtual sequences can be generated from an existing image and
its annotation. The virtual sequences can simulate camera motion by performing
consecutive crops and shifts as shown in Fig. 2. This has the advantage that the
virtual sequence is fully annotated (per pixel) without having to perform labo-
rious annotation or risk the propagation of noisy labels. While this approach is
a simulation of camera motion and removes the natural occlusion witnessed in
actual motion, it should reduce the requirement for mass annotation of large-
scale datasets and provides fully labelled spatio-temporal data. The aim of this
Fig. 2. Virtual Sequences. (a) Original image and label, (b) Sequencing template used
for generating virtual frames with N = 4. Frame one is cropped at the position that
will ensure N frames can be created without going beyond the border of the image,
considering the means µW , µH and standard deviations σW , σH , (c) Generated virtual
sequence with labels.
data augmentation technique is to provide extra contextual information which
enables a network to learn the relationship between consecutive frames and im-
prove prediction accuracy.
Virtual sequences are generated by employing a crop and shift technique
based on manually obtained parameters. There are two sets of parameters that
are needed. First, we need to estimate the movement parameters in the actual
data (in image coordinate frames). Second, we need to define the number of
frames N that will be generated for each virtual sequence. The number of frames
N , sets the number of virtual samples to be simulated per image in the dataset,
see Fig. 2. Once N is known we replicate the natural motion of the camera in
the scene by cropping N fixed sized cropped images from the original image.
Using the two sets of parameters, each cropped frame is then computed by,















Hn, Wn denotes the new position of top-left corner of the cropped image in the
original image, Ws, Hs represent the start position, and n is the frame index
ranging from 0 to N − 1. The “directions of travel” λ and γ are chosen between
left-to-right (λ = 1), up-to-down (γ = 1) and right-to-left (λ = −1), down-to-
up (γ = −1) for each annotated sample and are fixed for all frames within the
sequence, ensuring no bias is introduced while training, considering the nature
of motion in real data. The directional bias is essential as the camera motion
occurs in both directions for the BUP20 dataset (main motion in x direction),
while SB20 only captured up-to-down motions (along with y axis).
4 Proposed Temporal Network
The primary research goal of this paper is to explore spatio-temporal relations of
a CNN without the need for laborious manual labelling of temporal sequences.
Fig. 3. Network Architecture. At the input, four sequences of virtually generated
frames are passed to the network, separately. The spatio-temporal module is feeding
back 2 last layers (before the soft-max) to the layer d:3-D.
As such, we use a lightweight neural network structure based on the UNet [22]
architecture; we also use UNet to produce baseline results for comparison.
From a spatio-temporal standpoint we implement feedback modules within
the UNet architecture. We augment the UNet baseline architecture to allow dif-
ferent types of feedback within its current composition of layers. Fig. 3-a outlines
both the baseline system and the inclusion of the spatio-temporal module. While
a number of techniques exist to provide feedback [11], we use layer concatenation
to join the feedback with the feed forward channels. Concatenation was selected
as it directly adds information to the feature map of the host layer, creating
greater potential to learn direct relationships between the current and previous
layers (frames).
In Fig. 3-a, all layers are assigned a specific name and number. Specifically,
the n-th layer of the decoder (d) and encoder (e) are denoted to as d:n and
e:n respectively and the bottleneck is denoted as BN . We access the sub-layers
within the main layers of the network via the intervention points assigned with
names ranging from A to D. For instance, layer d:0 with its sub-divisions is
depicted in Fig. 3-b, containing four intervention points. Each intervention point
can be used as an extraction or insertion point for the spatio-temporal module.
A key complexity when using the different layers as a feedback to the network
is the discrepancy between the two resolutions. While the channels are used
to supply additional information to the network the height and width provide
unwanted variation. For instance, in Fig. 3-a the feature maps at the sampling
layer d:0-A with size of 2×H ×W are fed back to the first deconvolution layer
after the bottleneck in d:3-D of the baseline architecture with size of 1024 ×
H/16×W/16. To alleviate this issue we propose two methods of modifying the
feedback layer: 1) bi-linear interpolation (Bi-linear); and 2) 2D convolution re-
sampling (Conv). The Bi-linear approach maintains the integrity of the feature
map such that the re-sampled output is similar to the input; just down or up-
sampled. By contrast, the Conv re-sampling adds the benefit of learning to
re-sample as well as learning to transform the feature map. A limitation of the
Conv approach is the added depth (complexity) required to produce the feedback
Fig. 4. Example image of dataset SB20 (left), same image with multi-class annotations
representing different types of crops and weeds using different colors (middle), and
(right) shows the crop weed annotation abstraction used in this paper.
feature map. The (Conv) re-sampling block consists of a 2D convolutional blocks
with a 3× 3 kernel (of stride 2 and padding 1) followed by batch normalization
and a RelU operator. In training and evaluation phases, at the start of a new
temporal (real or virtual) sequence, the activation values of the spatio-temporal
module are set back to 1 to avoid accumulating irrelevant information between
non-overlapping frames.
5 Experimental Setup
We evaluate our proposed approach on two challenging agricultural datasets.
The two datasets represent two contrasting scenarios, the first is a glasshouse
environment with sweet pepper and the second is an arable farm with sugar
beet. In both cases, the data was captured using robotic systems which allowed
us to extract estimates of the motion information, we describe each dataset in
more detail below.
When presenting results we compare algorithms with and without temporal
information. First, we evaluate the impact of using the generated virtual se-
quences for still image segmentation. We use N virtual samples (per image) to
train a non-recurrent network which we compare to a system trained on the full
size images (baseline). This allows us to understand if increasing the number of
samples at training, data augmentation using the N virtual samples, is leading
to improved performance. Second, we evaluate the proposed spatio-temporal sys-
tem using different feedback points, with a variable number of virtual samples
N as well as against a classic RNN system where the last frame in the sequence
is the only frame with annotations; only the output from the last frame has a
label which can be used to produce a loss.
5.1 Datasets
The two datasets that we use contain video sequences captured from sweet pep-
per (BUP20) and sugar beet (SB20) fields respectively. Below we briefly describe
each dataset.
BUP20 was captured under similar conditions to [7] and first presented
in [26], however, it was gathered with a robot phenotyping platform. It con-
tains two sweet pepper cultivar, Mavera (yellow) and Allrounder (red), and was
recorded in a glasshouse environment. The dataset is captured from 6 rows, using
3 Intel RealSense D435i cameras recording RGB-D images as well as IMU and
wheel odometry. Sweet pepper is an interesting yet challenging domain due to a
number of facets. Two challenges when segmenting fruit is occlusions caused by
leaves and other fruit, and the similarity between juvenile pepper and leaves. A
sample image is shown in Fig. 2.
SB20 is a sugar beet dataset that was captured at a field in campus Klein-
Altendorf of the University of Bonn. The data was captured by mounting Intel
RealSense D435i sensor with a nadir view of the ground on a Saga robot [6]. It
contains RGB-D images of crops (sugar beet) and eight different categories of
weeds covering a range of growth stages, natural world illumination conditions,
and challenging occlusions. The captured field is separated into three herbicide
treatment regimes (30%, 70%, 100%) which provides a large range of distribu-
tion variations of different classes. We only use super-categories: crop, weed,
and background for semantic segmentation purposes while, the dataset provides
multi-class annotations, the Fig. 4 shows an example annotated image of this
dataset.
Both datasets consist of temporally sparse annotations, that is, the annota-
tion of one image does not overlap with another image. As such, we can use this
data to generate real temporal sequences, of arbitrary size N , where only the
final frame in the sequence is labelled. This serves as the real-world temporal
data used in our evaluations. The advantage of creating temporal sequences in
this manner is that it includes natural occlusions, varying illumination, and mo-
tion blur. The disadvantage in this method over traditional sequences is that as
N increases the total loss decreases by a factor of 1/N . This is due to the impact
of having only a single annotated spatio-temporal frame to calculate the loss
compared to N annotated frames (i.e. the final frame compared to N frames).
Tab. 1 summarizes the information about the images sets provided by BUP20
and SB20 datasets. To derive the movement parameters of the real sequences, we
used odometry data provided from the datasets. The estimated parameters ex-
press motion of the platforms in both the x and y directions in image coordinate
frames, which are summarised in Tab. 1.
To facilitate the interpretation of our experimental results, we set certain
hyper-parameters as constant. The real images of BUP20 dataset are of resized
to 704 × 416 and its virtual images are generated with the of size 544 × 320,
Table 1. Dataset Characteristics such as image size, frames per second (fps), number of
images for the training, validation and evaluation sets as well as the estimated motion
parameters (µw, σw, µh, σh).
Image Size fps Train Valid. Eval. µw σw µh σh
1 BUP20 1280× 720 15 124 62 93 5 10 1 3
2 SB20 640× 480 15 71 37 35 2 3 5 7
also we use SB20 images without resizing and make virtual sequences of size
544×416. The still image experiments are denoted by Still-* and use the UNet
model. The spatio-temporal (sequence) experiments are denoted by Temporal-
* and use the lightweight RNN model described in Section 4, which is based on
the UNet model.
5.2 Implementation and Metrics
Our semantic segmentation network is based on the UNet model implemented
in PyTorch. To train our network we use Adam [13] with a momentum of 0.8
and StepLR leaning rate scheduler with a decay rate of γ = 0.8, decreasing the
learning rate every one hundred epochs, starting initially with a learning rate of
0.001. We train all models for a total of 500 epochs with a batch size of B = 4
using cross-entropy as our loss. For parameter selection we employ the validation
set of the datasets and use the weighted mean intersection over union (mIoU)
to evaluate the performance. For evaluation we also employ the mIoU metric as
it provides the best metric for system performance [21].
6 Results and Evaluations
Here we present three studies. First, we evaluate the performance of still image
systems and explore the impact that generating N cropped images, from a single
image, has on system performance (data augmentation). Second, we evaluate
the performance of spatio-temporal models when trained using either real or
virtually generated sequences. Third, we perform an ablation study to explore
the impact of varying the number of frames N in the spatio-temporal sequences.
In all cases, we utilize the validation set to select the best performing model.
This can be achieved earlier than the maximum epoch value. All of the results
that we present are on the evaluation set of real data (either still images or
sequences), unless otherwise stated.
6.1 Still Image Systems
These experiments provide the baseline performance when using only still images
to train the segmentation system. This allows us to investigate if the extra sam-
ples generated in the virtual sequences lead to improved performance through
data augmentation. For the Still-Real experiments only the annotated images
were used for training. The Still-Virtual experiment uses virtual samples with
N = 5 (data augmentation) to train the same base-line network. The results
in Tab. 2 highlight the benefits of the data augmentation in Still-Virtual over
the Still-Real. While there is an absolute performance improvement from Still-
Real to Still-Virtual of 1.4 and 2.2 respectively for datasets BUP20 and SB20,
which represents a relatively high improvement on the same network gained only
through data augmentation.
Table 2. The result of the UNet model when trained and evaluated using still images.
BUP20 SB20
1 Still-Real 77.3 71.3
2 Still-Virtual 78.7 73.5
6.2 Spatio-Temporal Systems
In these experiments we explore the performance implications of varying how
the feedback is provided to our temporal model, as described in Section 4, and
the utility of using virtual sequences to train the spatio-temporal model.
First, we investigate the impact of different insertion and extraction points
for the spatio-temporal (RNN) model as well as the impact of using either the
Bi-linear or Conv re-sampling methods. Tab. 3 summarises the results of how
the feedback is provided to our spatio-temporal model1. It can be seen that the
Conv re-sampling method consistently outperforms its Bi-linear counterpart.
This demonstrates that while the Bi-linear method maintains the integrity of
the feature map, the ability to learn the best representation is of greater benefit.
Second, we explore the utility of using virtual sequences to train the temporal
model. From hereon, all of our spatio-temporal models use the architecture of
the best performing model outlined in Tab. 3 for each dataset (BUP20: line 1
(Conv) and SB20: line 7 (Conv)). In Tab. 4 we present the results for several
systems trained on virtual and real sequences, see Section 4 for more details on
each system. It can be seen that all of the spatio-temporal systems outperform
the still image systems. The worst performing system uses only real sequences
1 Initial empirical results found that insertion and extraction points in the encoder
part of the network provided poor performance and so was not considered in further
experiments.
Table 3. The outlines of different RNN models using feedback layers extracted from
d:0-B and looped back to various layers; using Bi-linear and Covolutional down-
sampling feedbacks. Outlines illustrate the performance of different networks trained







1 d:0-B - d:0-D 81.9 78.9
2 d:0-B - d:1-D 80.3 79.1
3 d:0-B - d:2-D 81.1 78.9
4 d:0-B - d:3-D 80.8 80.4





6 d:0-B - d:0-D 75.4 73.9
7 d:0-B - d:1-D 76.2 75.1
8 d:0-B - d:2-D 74.5 74.3
9 d:0-B - d:3-D 76.0 75.5
10 d:0-B - BN 75.5 75.1
Table 4. Outlines the results of spatio-temporal models trained with real datasets,
virtual and along with the models train with virtual sequences and fine-tuned with real
temporal frames (line 3).
Model BUP20 SB20
1 Temporal-Real 78.2 73.9
2 Temporal-Virtual 81.9 76.2
3 Fine-Tuned 82.8 76.4
for training and achieves a performance of 78.2% and 73.9%, which yield an
absolute improvement of 0.9 and 2.6 over the Still-Real equivalent, respectively
for both BUP20 and SB20. This is similar to the performance improvement we
achieved through data augmentation Still-Virtual.
Considerable performance improvements are obtained when using the virtual
sequences for training the spatio-temporal models. The benefits of Temporal-
Virtual is clearly visible when comparing to the Still-Real variants, with an ab-
solute improvement of 4.6 (BUP20) and 4.9(SB20). Furthermore, the Temporal-
Virtual system has a performance improvement of 3.7 (BUP20) and 2.3 (SB20)
when compared to the Temporal-Real system. We attribute this increase in per-
formance to the impact of using all images when calculating the loss compared to
only the final image. These results outline the benefit of the contextual informa-
tion supplied from the temporal sequences for improved semantic segmentation
allowing for temporal error reduction in pixel-wise classification.
To further evaluate the performance of our temporal network we explore the
potential to augment the real sequences by training on data from both directions,
which led to a minor boost in performance of 79.5% (BUP20) and 74.8% (SB20)
over the Temporal-Real. Overall, these evaluations outline the importance of
having fully annotated sequences as virtual sequences outperforms the other
experiments.
We also explore training a temporal model on virtual sequences and then
fine-tuning with real sequences, referred to as Fine-Tuned in line 3 of Tab. 4.
This fine-tuning trick results in the highest mIoU score, out-performing both
Temporal-Real and Temporal-Virtual models . These results empirically support
the use of virtual sequences with convolutional re-sampling for training spatio-
temporal models.
6.3 Ablation Study; Varying the Number of Frames N in a
Temporal Sequence:
As an ablation study we explore the impact of varying the number of images
in the temporal sequence. We only consider a maximum case of five images,
that is N = [2, 3, 4, 5], in alignment with previous experiments. The results
in Tab. 5 provide two important insights. First, even for N = 2 (the smallest
sequence size) we achieve improved performance over using still images. This is
an absolute performance improvement of 3.6 (BUP20) and 2.7 (SB20) compared
to the same Still-Real systems in Tab. 2. It indicates that even a small temporal
Table 5. For a sequence containing 5 frames (0 ∼ 4), same base model trained with
virtual outlining different performances for various number of frames.
Model BUP20 SB20
1 Temporal-Virtual (N=5) 81.9 76.2
2 Temporal-Virtual (N=4) 81.3 75.7
3 Temporal-Virtual (N=3) 81.2 74.9
4 Temporal-Virtual (N=2) 80.9 74.0
sequence is able to provide more robust information to the classifier, resulting
in more accurate segmentation. Second, increasing the temporal field improves
performance by incorporating previous predictions when performing pixel-wise
classification. Future work will utilise larger GPU RAM to allow exploration into
larger temporal sequences.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we presented a novel approach to augment temporal data for
training agriculture based segmentation models. By exploiting sparsely anno-
tated images within a video sequence we were able to generate virtual tem-
poral sequences via structured crops and shifts. We also explore the potential
of a lightweight RNN (spatio-temporal model) by varying the “feedback” layers
within the UNet architecture. It was found that introducing a convolutional layer
as part of the “feedback” led to improved performance, which we attribute to
being able to learn a representation over the feature map (when compared to a
Bi-linear transform). The validity of both our data augmentation technique and
spatio-temporal (lightweight RNN) architecture was outlined by an increase in
absolute performance of 4.6 and 4.9 when comparing two models, Still-Virtual
and Temporal-Virtual, respectively for two datasets BUP20 and SB20. These
results outline the ability for our technique to work regardless of the properties
of the scene being surveyed by the robotic platform, making it dataset agnos-
tic. We also showed empirically that increasing N , the number of frames, for
our lightweight RNN increases performance, showing that temporal information
does play a role in improving segmentation results. Finally, this paper showed
that an uncomplicated approach to generating temporally annotated data from
sparsely annotated images improves segmentation performance.
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